
The Nurturer Report



In 2015-2016, I led several worldwide field studies where people used the Generosity Practice, 
a powerful personal practice, for 30 days.  When I received the results, one thing was clear: 
Generosity Practice helped people do authentic marketing that they enjoyed. Not only that, 
but it brought them confidence to the negotiation table and led to more sales.

So when I moved to Boston in 2016, I expanded my Generosity Practice work to include 
Marketing Strategy sessions with all kinds of amazing entrepreneurs. This meant coaching them 
through Level 4 of the Generosity Practice, a more advanced and profound level of the GP work. 
Through that, I discovered their Innate Marketing Genius.

Once a client had taken that journey and their genius was revealed, their marketing strategy just 
flowed from there. 

From that work, I was able to isolate five distinct types of marketing geniuses. That discovery 
has transformed my work and it resonates with entrepreneurs in a profound way.  Whenever I 
have presented these categories to business owners all over New England and online, they can’t 
stop discussing which type of genius they are. It brings them to life.  

I present to you the Five Types: 

The Innate Marketing Genius Story

Nurturer Adventure 
Guide

Door Opener Steady 
Presence

Celebrator
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Your Big Why  
(and What We Love About You)
You make life safe for others to thrive. 

It’s Important to You That…
People feel taken care of.

It’s Easy for You to…
 � Lean in and create sanctuary
 � Bring warmth to a situation
 � Help others relax
 � Provide a human touch to the process
 � Create community 

You in a Nutshell: 
You don’t need to take everyone to a spa, 
although that might be nice (be sure to invite 
me). You bring sanctuary just by showing up. 
That said, it’s key for you speak truth about the 
challenges in your prospects’ lives. They need 
to hear from you on the tough areas. You’re 
the one with the care and courage to stand up 
for them, to stand up for a better way of doing 
things. This is supremely nurturing coming 
from a Nurturer.

What You Might Not Realize: 
 � People feel comfortable opening up around  

 you just because you’re you.
 � When you nurture yourself, your  

	 community	benefits.	
 � People trust you more than you know. 
 � It’s OK to farm out the “yang” aspects of  

	 your	business,	like	confidence,	 
 negotiations, and standing in your strength.  
 Ask for help and support here.

Watch Out for: 
 � Having no boundaries. 
 � Over-giving. Exhaustion. 
 � Needing others to need you. 
 � Doing too much. 

Who You Are as a Nurturer
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We look to you to create sanctuary so that 
things can grow. Namely us, your audience. 
Make us feel at ease about something that’s 
important to us. Speak to pain points and take 
us on a journey to other side.  Specifically, 
check out the Nurturer-Style Strategic 
Questions to generate content. But in general, 

 � Identify the Pain Point
 � Give examples of success in this area
 � Give a real experience of relief (how)

Marketing Tactics:
 � Loving straight-talks about how things  

 really are (talks, newsletters, workshops). 
 � Connecting folks with each other and  

 sharing about that. 
 � Fostering your team openly (feature how  

 your team is doing). 
 � Playful skits about heavy topics. 
 � Address pain points and offer helpful  

 distinctions to get through it all.

Things Other Marketers Do that You 
Don’t Need to: 

 � Prove your expertise
 � Show	lots	of	flash,	flair,	and	style
 � Wow people with new ideas
 � Be gung-ho motivational

A Nurturer Brand: AirBNB
AirBNB, the online marketplace for short-term 
accommodations. The website is geared around 
two things: building trust in their offerings and 
inspiring people to go on a trip. 

The home page is simple and calming, and the 
listings each have reviews and photographs and 
all the information you could ever want about 
a property. It is so easy to use and helps people 

make money they normally wouldn’t.  They 
even nourish a middle class and community 
(when travelers meet their hosts). 

Practical Application: Newsletter
 � Use the Strategic Questions to create  

 content. 
 � Personal Letter Method [link to article]
 � Write a moving story about someone’s  

 challenge (yours?) and how they  
 resolved it. 

 � Take a stand for your audience.

Personal Letter Method
Write a moving story about someone’s 
challenge (yours?) and how they resolved it. 
Take a stand for your audience.

Industry Specific Application: Real Estate 
Agent Newsletter
Show you are making it safe for people to thrive: 
“I connected these 2 people with each other 
this week and here’s what happened.” (openly 
nurturing community in a neighborhood 
prospects like)
“This is how I’m nurturing my team.” 
(nurturing collaborative relationships on your 
real estate team)
“People forget about how emotional buying 
a home is. Here’s how you can prepare.” 
(nurturing the process)

“Here are 5 distinctions that will help you relax 
during the process.” (nurturing the process/ 
buyer)

 

Marketing as a Nurturer
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Create quality content by 
answering the following 
strategic marketing questions.

What is possible for your audience if they feel 
nurtured?  

 
What might be tough to talk about (but that is 
important for people to move forward)?
 

What are the pain points of your audience? 
(these might be more subtle than you realize) 
 

What are some surprising ways you handle the 
pain points? 
 

 
What is nourishing and nurturing about the 
end goal of your services (not simply your 
services)? 
 

What have you struggled with in the past and 
how did you get a good result? 
 

 
 

Get Strategic as a Nurturer
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What form could your communication take 
that nurtures? A little playful romp, a down-to-
earth straight talk, short and sweet summary? 

 
What is the biggest way you create sanctuary 
for your people? (it’s a good idea to have other 
people answer this on your behalf)
 

What are ways people are not nurturing 
themselves and what kind of trouble is it 
getting them in?
 

Get Strategic as a Nurturer
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Move Forward as a Nurturer
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Your Next Step: Marketing Discovery Session
How does it feel to be a genius? Let’s take it one step further. 

Things don’t change until you know your starting point: what’s working, what’s not 
working, and what’s next. 

If you are ready to bravely look at your marketing, I’m inviting you to a Marketing 
Discovery session with me. For 45 minutes over Zoom or phone, we will look at exactly 
that in your marketing: 

1. What’s Working
2. What’s Not Working
3. What’s Next

I offer this to courageous folks willing to get real and get to work.  Let’s do this! You will 
receive insights and next steps, which might include the Innate Marketing Genius work. 

This session is my treat. Simply fill out these seven questions to apply (yes, there’s an 
application). The more information you give me, the better it allows me to prepare for 
your session. I run a boutique marketing business, and set aside a select few spots for 
people I feel I can help. Once I review your answers, I will confirm whether it’s a good idea 
to meet with me or not.  If so, we will schedule your Marketing Discovery session. 

You have a powerful way of connecting with your community. Let’s move you in that 
direction so you can do more good in the world and grow a healthy business.

Got questions?
Email me any questions you have about your Innate Marketing Genius at
christina@christinafrei.com. I look forward to hearing from you.

https://www.innatemarketinggenius.com/session/
https://www.innatemarketinggenius.com/session/
https://www.innatemarketinggenius.com/4-month-program/
https://www.innatemarketinggenius.com/session/
mailto:christina%40christinafrei.com?subject=
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